LS1 NXL Supplemental Instructions

This is your LS1 NXL supplement. In order for proper installation you will need to follow pages 1-8
of your NX installation instruction manual yet disregard the section on Nozzle Mounting and the section on
Solenoid Mounting. Be sure and follow these instructions step by step to insure proper installation.
1. First lay all the pieces out and be sure everything you need is at
hand. Take a close look at your LS1 intake and take notes of wiring
and fitting locations.

2. Use a slip-lock disconnection tool to remove your fuel line. Just
disconnect the line and pull off of your fuel rail

3. Now remove the factory fuel rail mounting bolts. Do not dispose
of them you will be reusing them at the end of the install.

4. Now that you have removed the rail mounting bolts, lift the
factory fuel rail off of the intake. Be careful as to not damage the
fuel injector o-rings.

5. Flip injector rail over. This will allow you to remove injector lock clips. Once you have removed the
clips take the injectors off of the fuel rail. Then inspect both o-rings on every injector. If the o-ring has
the slightest tear or cut, replace before reinstalling.

6.The rail fittings are installed in house. Then the rails are pressure checked to ensure a proper seal,.
The fuel fitting must be installed next. It is located on the drivers side rail directly in the center. As with
all pipe-thread fittings you must use NX thread sealer on all threads.

7. Now place the injectors in the fuel rail. You will need to lubricate the injector o-rings with some WD40 or some other automotive lubricant to keep them from splitting upon reinstall. After that the NXL
nozzles will need to be placed into the intake manifold. Once again be sure and lubricate their o-rings
as well. Then, using the factory fuel rail mounting studs, install the NXL fuel rail mounting brackets.
Make sure to leave them a little on the loose side to ease the installation.
*Note: It may be easier to install the NXL nozzles on the injectors before installing them into the intake
in a tight fitting application.

8. Once you have completed all of the before steps, it is now time to install the NXL rail. Just gently
place the rail and injectors over the NXL nozzles and line them up. Press evenly and firmly until all
injectors are fully seated in the nozzles. Then screw in the allen head screws through the fuel rail
bracket and into the NXL fuel rail. You may finish tightening the rail mounting studs on the intake.

9. You may now install the nitrous and fuel lines from the rail to the nozzles. When installing start from
front to back on the rail to the nozzles with the exception of the first one. If you will notice that in the
third picture the front NXL nozzle on both sides of the intake, attatches to the third set of outlets. Then
starting with the second one, they go from front to back, this is due to the tight radius of the hose.

10. Before wiring up the NXL system you will need to put the fuel crossover together. First get the two
Aeroquip fittings supplied in the kit, lubricate the inside of the hose ends, then slip the fittings into the
hose. Be sure to butt the hose up against the coupler of the fitting. Then tighten the -AN nuts onto the
NXL fuel rails and your fuel setup is complete

The wiring diagram to the right shows how the NXL harness is wired up. Be sure and follow the diagram exactly
to ensure trouble free operation of the nitrous system.
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